Know me, Respect me.
Know others, Respect others.
COMMITTED TO EQUITY & BELONGING

ANTI-RACISM POLICY

ANTI-RACISM POLICY
1.

PREAMBLE

1.1.

St Cyprian’s School, (SCS) acknowledges that due to apartheid and other discriminatory 		
laws and practices, there are disparities in the education system. The disparities referred 		
to in 1.1 are reflected in the following forms: racism, classism, ageism, sexism, ableism, 		
gender discrimination, religious, language and cultural discrimination and aggression in 		
many forms. There are remnants of direct and indirect discrimination in the implementation
of procedures and practices of employers that do not foster a sense of equity and
belonging for all.

1.2.

The School’s intention is to acknowledge the past, accept the lingering effects of the past 		
on the present, and plan for a future where every learner, teacher, parent and partner 		
of the school experiences equity and belonging.

1.3.

St Cyprian’s School will be guided by the Constitution of South Africa, and other relevant
legislation in its efforts to transform the school.

2.

POLICY GUIDING PRINCIPLES

2.1

St Cyprian’s School commits itself to promoting an environment in which the dignity of all is
respected and protected. Victims of racism or discrimination should never feel that their
grievances are ignored or trivialised, or fear reprisals.

2.2

All staff and students have a role to play in creating and maintaining an environment in
which racism and discrimination are unacceptable. They should strive always to ensure that
their conduct does not cause offence and they should discourage unacceptable behaviour
on the part of others.

2.3

All staff members must take appropriate action in accordance with this policy when
instances of racism and/or discrimination at the School are brought to their attention.

2.4

Allegations of racist or discriminatory words, actions or practices will be taken very
seriously and investigated rigorously and promptly. If allegations are found to have			
substance, the procedures outlined will be initiated, as appropriate.

2.5

Unsubstantiated, frivolous or malicious allegations will also be viewed in a serious light and
the person making such allegations may themselves face disciplinary action.

3.

SCOPE OF POLICY
Parents, students, and staff working at St Cyprian’s School are subject to this policy and
must endeavour to comply with it by showing respect for one another’s diverse racial,
cultural, religious and ethnic backgrounds and treating one another with dignity and 		
respect.

POLICY RELATING TO PARENTS, STUDENTS AND STAFF
1.

Education and Partnership
St Cyprian’s School is first and foremost an educational institution. In partnership with
parents and guardians, we acknowledge our responsibility to provide a range of
opportunities for our students and the wider community to be educated about racism,
prejudice and discrimination.

2.

The objectives of this policy and procedures are to:

-

communicate clearly the school’s stance on diversity and belonging

-

create an environment wherein all stakeholders are challenged to reflect on their
personal attitudes and behaviours.

-

regularly interrogate practices, policies and structures through the lens of our Values
Position Statement

-

consciously develop a culture of learning and listening, to better understand conscious and
unconscious bias and become sensitised to hurtful words, actions and practices.

-

communicate the attitudes and standards of behaviour expected on and off campus in 		
relation to students of SCS or any other school, staff and visitors to SCS

-

eliminate from the SCS community any words or actions that arise from racist or
discriminatory belief systems

-

ensure that there are always choices and effective processes available to those who report
incidents of racism or discrimination.

3.

Any behaviour set out below is prohibited:
13.1 racist, or
13.2 unfairly discriminating against any individual or group.

The contravention of the above may lead to formal disciplinary action.
It is the responsibility of every student to read and apply the requirements of this policy.
4.

Racist and/or discriminatory practices may comprise, but are not limited to, any of the
following practices:

4.1 Direct racism or discrimination – i.e. a clear and overt act of racism or unjustifiable
discrimination.
4.2 Indirect racism or discrimination - i.e. when a rule or practice seems to treat everyone 		
fairly, but actually unfairly discriminates against individuals or groups.
Examples of direct racism and discrimination could include, but are not limited to, the following
utterances, actions and practices:
5.

Hate speech, i.e. spoken or written words that are intended to offend, insult, intimidate,
or threaten an individual or group based on a trait, attribute or identity marker such as race,
gender, colour, ethnicity, ability, class, country of origin, sexual orientation, religious belief,
political conviction, etc. Hate speech can encourage further discrimination, intimidation,
and/or violence toward the group or individual being targeted.

5.1

Derogatory remarks concerning a person’s race, gender, colour, ethnicity, ability, class,
country of origin, sexual orientation, religious belief, political conviction, or any other
marker of identity or difference and/or derogatory comments about a person based on any
of the abovementioned attributes.

5.2

Use of slang terms to refer to someone of another race, gender, colour, ethnicity, ability,
class, country of origin, sexual orientation, religious belief, political conviction, or any other
marker of identity or difference.

5.3

Cat-calling, wolf-whistling or any other attempt to embarrass or humiliate someone publicly
in relation to their race, gender, colour, ethnicity, ability, class, country of origin, sexual
orientation, religious belief, political conviction, or any other marker of identity or difference.

5.4

Physical abuse e.g. hitting, shoving, tripping, pinching, slapping, punching or threats
of physical abuse which the offender overtly associates with the victim’s race, gender,
colour, ethnicity, ability, class, country of origin, sexual orientation, religious belief, political
conviction, or any other marker of identity or difference.

5.5

Creation and publication of memes or other representation of persons in social media
which are derogatory or offensive to any person on the basis of race, gender, colour,
ethnicity, ability, class, country of origin, sexual orientation, religious belief, political
conviction, or any other marker of identity or difference.

5.6

Wearing racist insignia.

5.7

Declining to participate in school activities (such as groupwork) or share living/working
space for overt reasons pertaining to race, gender, colour, ethnicity, ability, class, country
of origin, perceived or actual sexual orientation, religious belief, political conviction, or any

other marker of identity or difference.
5.8

Offensive physical gestures or body language referring to persons of a particular group.

5.9

Deliberately excluding individuals from activities on the grounds of race, gender, colour,
ethnicity, ability, class, country of origin, sexual orientation, religious belief, political
conviction, or any other marker of identity or difference.

5.10

Telling jokes that are derogatory or offensive to members of a particular race, gender, sex,
class, sexual orientation, language or religious group.

5.11

Slang terms or derogatory comments about interracial relationships.

5.12

Telling someone that they do not belong in the school based on some perceived or
real characteristic or telling someone to go back to wherever they may be from (implying
non- belonging).

5.13

Imitating accents or speech patterns with the intention of mocking or ridiculing.

5.14

Negative, discriminatory or offensive comments about individuals or groups pertaining to:

		appearance			physical ability
		clothes				intellectual ability
		food				culture
		accent or dialect		religion
		language			country of origin
		social status			family
		
5.15

financial status			

perceived or actual sexual orientation		

Any other form of negative or derogatory action, behaviour or treatment related to markers
of identity or difference.

6.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

6.1

St Cyprian’s School commits itself to promoting an environment in which the dignity of all is
respected and protected. Victims of racism or discrimination should never feel that their
grievances are ignored or trivialised, or fear reprisals when reporting such incidents.

6.2

All staff and students have a role to play in creating and maintaining an environment in
which racism and discrimination are unacceptable. They should strive always to ensure that
their conduct does not cause offence and they should discourage unacceptable behaviour
on the part of others.

6.3

All staff members must take appropriate action in accordance with this policy when

instances of racism and/or discrimination at the School are brought to their attention.
6.4

Allegations of racist or discriminatory words, actions or practices will be taken very
seriously and investigated rigorously and promptly. If allegations are found to have
substance, the procedures outlined will be initiated, as appropriate.

6.5

Unsubstantiated, frivolous or malicious allegations will also be viewed in a serious light and
the person making such allegations may themselves face disciplinary action.

7.

PROCEDURES

The first consideration of any action taken will be within the context of SCS being first and foremost
an educational institution.
The age and maturity level of both the complainant and the respondent, as well as the following
criteria, will be considered when the severity of the incident is assessed and the decision around
the next appropriate steps is made:
-

was the behaviour hurtful?

-

was the behaviour intentional?

-

has the behaviour continued in spite of warnings to desist?

7.1

Processes
The processes to be followed in the instances of alleged racism/discrimination are
progressive in nature, but not necessarily mutually exclusive.

7.2

Reporting

It is recognised that allegations of behaviour motivated by racism or other forms of discrimination
are both serious and potentially sensitive in nature. As such, the complainant is encouraged to
approach a member of staff for advice or assistance with the processes outlined below. While
a complainant may approach any member of staff with whom s/he feels comfortable, the Class
Teacher, Counsellor, Chaplain, a Deputy Head, a Head or the Principal or the Deputy Head: Student
Affairs are considered a good first port of call.
Whoever is approached will:
-

listen and ask questions to obtain a full account of the incident

-

provide support and advice

-

assist the complainant in clarifying whether the offending behaviour does indeed constitute
racism or discrimination

-

discuss ways in which the problem could be resolved, should the complainant not wish to 		

institute formal procedures
-

provide ongoing support and care through the processes, whatever course of action is 		
taken.

7.3

The initial discussion will be confidential and the identity of neither the alleged victim nor 		
the alleged offender need be revealed at this stage.

7.4

Formal Initial Inquiry

Should the complainant wish to proceed to a formal initial inquiry or should the staff member
consulted judge that the complaint warrants further purposeful action, the complainant shall be
encouraged to lay a formal complaint with the Deputy Head: Student Affairs. A formal initial inquiry
will then be facilitated by the Deputy Head: Student Affairs.
The complaint must be recorded in writing, either by the complainant or by the assisting staff
member (if the complainant is too young to write the complaint themselves). In consultation
with the Deputy Head: Student Affairs, the complainant may be guided to proceed to a remedial
discussion, restorative intervention or disciplinary committee referral. The complainant may also
request that the complaint/report simply be noted for tracking purposes and that no further action
be taken at that stage. The Deputy Head: Student Affairs in consultation with the Principal, makes
the final decision regarding the course of action. Counselling may be provided.
Both parties will be required to be present during the formal initial inquiry, although, at the
Director’s discretion, they might be called upon to give evidence separately. Both parties would be
entitled to choose a member of staff to represent them if this was their choice.
The results of this formal initial inquiry will inform the next steps.
The need for parents to be informed and perhaps drawn into a process will be assessed on a case
by case basis in consultation with the complainant, but with an emphasis on alerting them sooner
rather than later.
7.5

Reporting on the anonymous reporting app

Alternatively, a complainant can post any report of racism or discrimination on the anonymous
reporting app, which all girls have access to on their iPads or cellphones. This can be posted
anonymously. Every report is received by the Deputy Head: Student Affairs and the administrators
of the app who respond to each report. The administrators may request additional information
in order to assist the complainant in clarifying whether the offending behaviour they describe
may indeed constitute racism or discrimination and for the report to be thoroughly investigated.
The school cannot take any action if the reporter does not provide enough information for the
report to be thoroughly investigated. The app allows for this to happen without compromising the

anonymity of the person reporting. The administrator of the app will liaise with the Deputy Head:
Student Affairs and other relevant structures within the school and will continue the conversation
with the complainant as long as is needed to collect all information required and to provide
feedback on actions taken and their outcomes.
7.6

Remedial discussions

7.6.1

If the complainant wishes to remain anonymous, and/or does not wish to pursue a
restorative intervention or a disciplinary process, and if the Deputy Head: Student Affairs 		
feels that the complaint warrants it, or if multiple minor complaints have been 			
made about a particular person, a remedial discussion may be instituted.

7.6.2

A remedial discussion involves the Deputy Head: Student Affairs or senior staff member
holding a conversation with the alleged offender in which they would indicate that
concerns have been raised about the student’s behaviour and describe the nature of the
concerns, without revealing the identity of the complainant if they wished to remain
anonymous. The alleged offender will have an opportunity to respond to these concerns.
The Deputy Head: Student Affairs may then describe the forms of speech and
behaviour which constitute racism and/or discrimination and which are unacceptable at
SCS and explain that, to whatever extent that the student has been involved in such
behaviour (which she has now been made aware of), this must stop immediately. The
student may be provided with a copy of the Transformation Policy.

7.6.3

The Deputy Head: Student Affairs will take the following into consideration when 			
deciding if a remedial discussion would be appropriate:
17.6.3.1 the wishes of the complainant
17.6.3.2 risk to the complainant
17.6.3.3 risk to any other person
17.6.3.4 severity of the offence and the hurt or harm caused
17.6.3.5 the history of the alleged offender with regard to similar offences.

7.6.4

Remedial discussions serve an educative (remedial) purpose in that they alert offenders,
who may be unaware of the offence that they are causing, to the unacceptable nature of
racist/discriminatory behaviour, and the hurt and/or harm caused by such behaviour. They
invite the alleged offender to reflect on their attitudes and behaviour and to consider
making changes where necessary. These discussions also signal to the school community
at large the school’s intolerance of any forms of racism or discrimination.

7.7

Restorative Intervention

7.7.1

A Restorative Intervention (RI) can be instituted if a complaint has been investigated and
verified and if the complainant, those supporting her and the Deputy Head: Student Affairs, 		
believe that a discussion or action that involves the alleged offender can
potentially resolve a matter. A Restorative Intervention would focus on the consequences of
the offence (hurt and/or harm caused) with the emphasis being on a response of
acknowledgement of hurt and/or harm by the alleged offender as well as a sincere
expression of remorse. Collective problem solving is then used to agree upon some form of
restitution/amends to be made, which would include concrete steps to avoid recurrence of
offending behaviours. The decision to initiate a Restorative Intervention rests with the
Deputy Head: Student Affairs in consultation with the Principal .

7.7.2

If a Restorative Intervention seems appropriate, the alleged offender will be provided with
a description of the complaint and invited to an RI meeting. The alleged offender may
accept or decline the invitation. If the alleged offender disputes the allegation, the RI cannot
proceed. A Restorative Intervention can only proceed if both parties agree to participate
and if the alleged offender accepts responsibility for hurt and/or harm caused. If the alleged
offender disputes the allegation, refuses to attend or refuses to accept responsibility for
hurt and/or harm caused, the matter will be referred to the Disciplinary Committee for further
investigation and action.

7.7.3

If the alleged offender accepts the invitation and acknowledges hurt and/or harm caused,
the Restorative Intervention meeting will, as a matter of necessity, involve a senior teacher
as witness, a school psychologist or person qualified to facilitate the intervention, the
complainant, the alleged offender and one representative each of their choosing from within
the school community.

7.7.4

The proceedings of such meetings will be confidential, with a record kept only of the
mutually agreed upon outcome of the meeting. This record may be used in later disciplinary
processes (aggravating circumstances relating to sanction) should there be a repeat
offence.

7.7.5

If a restorative agreement is reached which satisfies the complainant and is accepted by the
offender, the meeting will be concluded. Practices of accountability will be implemented to
ensure that the agreements reached are honoured. A restorative agreement is binding
and failure to abide by the agreement could result in disciplinary action. Restorative
agreements will always include the provision that the unacceptable behaviour in which the
offender engaged should not be repeated with the complainant or any other person. Should
this occur, it would constitute a breach of the restorative agreement and could be used in
evidence in further disciplinary processes.

7.7.6

If the matter remains unresolved once the Restorative Intervention meeting is concluded,
or if the agreements made in the process are not honoured, the matter will be referred to
the Disciplinary Committee for further investigation and action.

7.8

Disciplinary Hearing

Should the matter be unresolved after the formal initial inquiry or should either the complainant
or the respondent choose NOT to engage in a Restorative Intervention, the school’s disciplinary
processes will be invoked and a formal Disciplinary Hearing will be called. The SCS Disciplinary
Code for Students (at each level of the school) and/or the Staff Disciplinary Procedures will become
effective to allow for both parties to be heard, a judgement to be made by an impartial Chairperson
and sanctions will be decided upon and implemented.
7.9

Record Keeping

For every formal report of racism and/or discrimination, a standard incident report will be
completed. Any action taken, or a decision not to take action, will be recorded and signed by all
concerned. Should a Remedial Discussion, Restorative Intervention or Disciplinary Process ensue,
records will be kept of these interventions and their outcomes.
8.

Confidentiality

The School will make every effort to ensure that at all times complaints about racism and 			
discrimination are handled in a manner which keeps the identities of persons involved 			
confidential within the wider school community.
9.

Provision for review of policy and procedures

The policy and procedures will be reviewed from time to time and appropriate changes 			
made if necessary.
10.

Every staff member shall read and apply the requirements of this policy.
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